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Dear Families, 

This year, we were excited to WORK HARD. PLAY HARD.   The Foundation is instrumental in shaping how we work and play at 

Mt. Bethel.  Thanks to continued teacher training, our staff have the tools to implement curriculum with methodologies that bene-

fit all learners.  Our Turf Field has increased the amount of play and physical activity for all students.  The Foundation’s vision of  

ENRICH. EMPOWER. EXCEL. impacts every aspect of life at Mt. Bethel.  Because of our Foundation, an education at Mt. Bethel far 

surpasses what other schools can provide.  

ENRICH 

TWO fully funded and fully outfitted STEM Labs in the Specials Rotations.  All students attend STEM every four days!  Our 

STEM Lab teachers include grade level science, math and technology standards into their instruction while providing our 

students with opportunities to truly engage in higher order thinking skills.  Next year, time in the STEM Labs will be in-

strumental as we roll out Georgia’s new K-12 Computer Science Framework.   

FACT Clubs:  an enrichment school that operate for just over two hours each day.  Students may choose to attend a club 

that focuses on fitness, STEM, Art, Music, Drama, Film, Creativity, Debate, Public Speaking, or Chess.  A percentage of all 

FACT Club proceeds comes back to directly ENRICH our Foundation’s budget and to provide additional resources for our 

students. 

EMPOWER 

Ongoing provision of exemplary professional learning for all staff.  This year, Kindergarten and First 

Grade teachers were trained in the methodology of Orton-Gillingham Math.  Manipulative kits were 

provided to each K/1 and small group classroom for students to use and strengthen their under-

standing of numeracy and fact fluency.  Next year, OG Math training is slated for our second grade 

teachers and any new K/1 or small group teachers!  We have continued to benefit from having a liter-

acy expert, Jill Hawes, who provided reading and writing workshop training and support. 

Subscriptions to online programs.  Our Foundation funds Seesaw, a student-driven digital portfolio and 

simple parent communication tool.  If you have not yet accessed your student’s account, ask them to 

show you!   

Kindergarten and First Grade iPad Carts.  We will put more technology into our youngest students’ 

hands with the Foundation’s provision of 30 iPads and a cart for Kindergarten and an additional 30 

iPads and a cart for First Grade! 

Technology Support.  Carolyn Cooper, Foundation-funded Technology Coordinator keeps all of our devices running smooth-

ly, helps teachers troubleshoot as they use instructional technology in the classroom.  She also maintains all of our student 

databases, computer lab schedules, and provides support for online assessment. 

STEM, Art and Music Support.  Melissa Pumpian, Foundation-funded STEAM Assistant helps prepare materials and critical 

items for the STEM Lab as well as in the Art and Music rooms.  She collates and delivers all materials for our two STEM 

Days and makes sure that every moment of time in our specials is maximized! 

EXCEL 

Fifth Grade Organizational Classes.  Fifth grade students and parents learn how to navigate middle school from an organiza-

tional expert!  Note-taking skills, effective use of an agenda, project-planning strategies, and information specific to both 

Dickerson and Dodgen are addressed.   

STEM Days & STEM Fair.  Two annual STEM Days focused on the Engineering and Design Process where students collabo-

rate, build, imagine, explore, improve, and communicate about a STEM Challenge.  One evening annually, students can 

participate in the STEM Fair – an unjudged celebration of curiosity and the Science, Technology, Engineering and Math. 

The work our Foundation has completed this year on behalf of our students cannot be condensed to a single page. Next year, we 

will LEVEL UP LEARNING!  We are excited to continue partnering with our Foundation to ENRICH. EMPOWER. and EXCEL. every 

Buccaneer’s education. 

Your Proud Principal, 

Jessica Appleyard 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL  
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Board of Trustees  

A Message From the Co-Presidents  

Dear Mt. Bethel Families,  
 
Thank you for your constant  
commitment and generous support of the Mt. 
Bethel Foundation!    
 
We had an amazing year with our  
families showing their Buccaneer pride by  
supporting our Foundation once again.  Your  
donations gave the gift of Technology,  
Math, Resources, Staff, Seesaw, and much more!  
Thank you Mt. Bethel families for providing our 
students with a strong foundation by  
giving them the greatest gift-the Gift of  
Education! 
 
Have a wonderful summer!  
 
Heidi Bozzelli and Alison Krizner  
Foundation Co-Presidents  

Our Mission  

The Mt. Bethel Elementary School Foundation 

(MBESF) is an educational, non-profit public             

foundation, established in 1994 to provide resources 

to enhance Mt. Bethel’s ability to create rich                

educational experiences for all students. Thanks to    

donations from parents, staff, and friends of Mt. Bethel 

Elementary school, the Foundation has been able to 

provide nearly $1.5 million back to the school since 

1994 The Foundation is committed to  ENRICH,        

EMPOWER, AND EXCEL every child’s education.  

Co-Presidents -  

 Heidi Bozzelli & Alison Krizner 

Legal - Sarah Cipperly 

Treasurer - Yu Meng 

Secretary - Kelly Wilkins 

Communications Co-Chairs -  

 Kate Lasky & Katie Gordon 

Corporate Matching Chair -  

 Tracey Pattenaude 

Data/Systems Manager -  

 Allison Guillaume 

Donor Data Processing Manager -  

 Katie Kincaid 

FACT Club Co-Chairs -  

 Ashley Fann & Becca O’Dell 

Patron Drive Co-Chairs -  

 Kristen Herrin & Cam Larson 

STEM Fair Co-Chairs -  

 Sarah Knight & Laura Wurm 
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Are You Wondering How Your Investment in the Foundation Impacts 

Our Students? 

Foundation-funded literacy training for teachers has made an incredible impact on student achievement!  It is 

difficult to move the needle or to increase performance when scores are in the 90th percentile or above.  

Administrators and teachers report appreciation for literacy training.  While that is great soft data, the outcome in 

hard data/growth and standardized test scores is compelling.   

 

Mt. Bethel’s Iowa Assessment Results 

Percentage of students scoring in the 50th percentile or higher (Average to Above Average Range) in Reading 

 
*The Iowa Tests are nationally-normed standardized tests that compare students to their grade and age peer groups 

across the nation.   

Mt. Bethel’s Georgia Milestones Results  

Percentage of students scoring Levels 2-4 in Reading/English Language Arts 

 
*The Milestones End of Grade Tests are standards-based assessments where students complete multiple choice and 

written response items.   

Student Lexile Scores 

Percentage of students scoring at or above grade level. 

 
*They are a measure of how well a student masters the Georgia Standards of Excellence.  The Lexile measure describes 

a student’s ability to read and comprehend text. 

 

In addition, we have increased our CCRPI (College and Career Readiness Performance Index) score and earned 

109.3% in ELA of possible points for student achievement based on our high number of students who scored at top 

academic levels. 

CCRPI Achievement Points in ELA 

 
 

Grade 2016 Scores 2018 Scores Growth 

Current 5th Grade Class 89.8% 92.6% 2.8% 

Grade 2016 Scores 2017 Scores 2018 Scores Growth 

Current 4th Grade Class N/A 96.6% 97.9% 1.3% 

Current 5th Grade Class 97.3% 99.5% 98.4% 1.1% 

Grade 2016 Scores 2017 Scores 2018 Scores Growth 

Current 4th Grade Class N/A 87.7% 88.8% 1.1% 

Current 5th Grade Class 86.4% 88.0% 88.2% 1.8% 

2016 2017 2018 Growth 

103.4% 106.9% 109.3% 5.9% 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

2018 - 2019 Statement of Funding 
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PATRON DRIVE INCENTIVES  
During the month of October, the Foundation holds its annual Patron Drive, a time when 

families, staff, and friends of Mt. Bethel donate generously to the Foundation. The Patron 

Drive is our ONLY fundraiser, and is so successful because donors know that each and every 

dollar raised goes directly towards improving their child’s education at Mt. Bethel! Here are 

some of the fun incentives for Patron Drive winners!  

Frozen Yogurt Parties! 

Any class with over 85%         

participation in the Patron Drive 

received a frozen yogurt party 

from Menchie’s, extra Turf time 

and bragging rights! 

 

 

Jeans for Teachers! 

Teachers of classrooms with 

85% participation or higher also 

won the chance to wear jeans 

any day they wear their Founda-

tion t-shirt to school! This is such 

a treat to our teachers who are 

so dedicated to our students! 

Principal for a Day! 

Any family that donated $125 

per student during the Patron 

Drive was entered into the draw-

ing to be selected for Principal 

for a Day! These students had the 

chance to “rule the school” on 

March 22nd!  

FOUNDERS CIRCLE TOUR 

This year Principal Appleyard and Assistant Principals Davies and Johnson took all of our $1,000+ donors on a 
Foundation focused personalized tour! Donors were able to see their Foundation dollars in action in the  
following places: 
• The Turf Field—Coach Jones talked about all the positive ways the turf has improved PE and recess as a 

whole! 
• Several stops in Kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd Grade classrooms to see students actively engaged in Orton  

Gillingham phonics and math drills. Students were effortlessly solving problems with confidence thanks to 
their new OG math skills! 

• A stop in 2nd and 5th Grade classrooms to see the Foundation funded Seesaw app at work! Students enjoyed 
uploading their work to share with their families at home through cyberspace!  

• A stop in a 5th grade class to watch the students analyze poetry through strategies learned from Foundation 
funded reader’s workshop.  

Personalized Parking Spot! 

Any family that donated $500+ had a chance to win their own parking spot at school! There 

were also winners for parking spots to be used during 5th grade graduation!  
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The Gift of FACT Clubs 
FACT programs, Foundation After-School Club Times, are after-school enrichment programs 

brought to you by Mt. Bethel staff and business partners and a portion of each tuition is given 

back to support the Foundation. FACT clubs are truly a gift to the Mt. Bethel community, and set 

us apart from other elementary schools by providing additional time after-school to focus on 

learning an activity or skill that speaks to each child’s individual interests.   

THE GIFT OF… 

SPORTS 

ART 

STEM 

DRAMA 

CHESS 

MUSIC 

DEBATE 

LANGUAGES 

...AND MUCH, MUCH MORE! 

THERE IS TRULY A CLUB FOR EVERY  

STUDENT’S INTEREST! 

WHAT’S COMING FOR FALL?? 

The Fall FACT Semester begins on 

Monday, September 9th. Visit 

www.mbesf.org or email fact@mbesf.org 

with any questions.  
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It is the goal of the Mt. Bethel STEM program to cultivate well-rounded 21st century learners. Therefore we strive to find a 

balance between not only the 4 content areas of STEM, but between science experiments/investigations, technology skills 

(using both laptops and iPads), engineering challenges, robotics, coding and even “purposeful play” to promote “STEM 

thinking.” Additionally, the Arts (visual, musical and movement) are naturally and regularly integrated into our program, 

therefore exposing students to STEAM learning. Where and whenever possible, ties are made to the real world: careers in 

STEAM, problems we face that may be helped with STEM thinking, and how to transition our students and future leaders from 

being consumers to innovators of technology and engineering.  

These lofty goals would not be achievable were it not for the enormous amount of support 

our school and its STEM program receives from our wonderful Mt. Bethel Foundation. One 

such example of this support is the Foundation’s role in our hugely fun and successful 

school-wide STEM Days. Twice a year, our entire student body participates in themed 

STEM Days. Some themes include: Mt. Bethel Cardboard Arcade, Winter Olympics and 

Amusement Park. On these days, all classroom teachers are provided with the resources 

and teaching materials needed to present an epic STEM-based challenge to their 

Buccaneers. Each grade level has a specific challenge, selects classroom winners to go up 

against all others on the grade level, and then a grade level winner is selected for their creativity, superior problem solving 

and innovation.  

Days such as these require a vast amount of supplies- everything from cardboard, to straws, craft sticks, tape, pipe cleaners 

and more. Not only does our Foundation generously purchase the myriad supplies needed to conduct these days, they fund 

our invaluable STEAM paraprofessional, Melissa Pumpian whose time and organization outfit each and every classroom with 

the specific supplies needed for their challenge.  

 

Next, Full STEAM Fridays are a new collaboration between Mt. Bethel Foundation’s FACT program and Club Buccaneer 

(STEAM-based FACT clubs and summer camps designed for adventurous Mt. Bethel students seeking to further their learning 

and discovery). On these fun-filled evenings (hosted monthly), students are 

welcomed to the STEM Labs from 6-9pm for dinner (pizza and fruit) and 

theme based STEAM activities.  

STEAM is an educational approach to learning that combines Science, 

Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Mathematics as access points for 

guiding student inquiry, dialogue, and critical thinking. The end results are 

students who take thoughtful risks, engage in experiential learning, persist 

in problem-solving, embrace collaboration, and work through the creative 

process. Our Buccaneers are the innovators, educators, leaders, and 

learners of the 21st Century.  

Full STEAM Fridays are a time for your child (1st-5th grades) to engage in 

LEGO builds, robotics, coding, technology, engineering challenges, creative 

collaborative projects and more. 15% of all proceeds for these evenings 

goes back to our Foundation, therefore funding further projects and 

materials for our Buccaneers’ classrooms. Thus far, Club Buccaneer’s Full 

STEAM Fridays have raised over $1300 during the 2018-2019 school year! 

Stay tuned for future dates and themes coming for the 2019-2020 school year! Further details can be found on our 

Foundation’s website or at clubuccaneer.org  

We greatly appreciate all that our amazing Foundation provides to get our Buccaneers buzzing with STEAM innovation and 

creativity!  

By: Sammy Jo Reyes & Kerry Griffee—STEM Teachers 

The Gift of STEM Labs & STEAM Nights 
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  The Gift of Foundation Funded Teachers  

Carolyn Cooper, Technology Coordinator  

Mt. Bethel is fortunate enough to have the gift of  a technology coordinator, funded by the Foundation! Over 200 iPads 
are being used each and every day in the classrooms, music, art, STEM, and the Learning Commons, for individualized 
instruction and project based learning. Carolyn Cooper ensures all of our iPads are updated with the proper apps and 
tools so that teachers and students can use them effectively in the classroom.  Our teachers and students use many dif-
ferent online tools throughout the day. Carolyn keeps the student databases updated for our software subscriptions to 
those programs. By maintaining the subscriptions, the burden is taken off the classroom teacher so that they can focus 
on instruction. In addition, she also troubleshoots and  resolves technology glitches, so teachers can keep our students 
engaged and get back to instruction as quickly as possible! Carolyn also helps the administration prepare for online 
high stakes testing, publishes the Buccaneer Bytes Tech Blog, and assists in production of the morning announcement 
broadcast.   Carolyn truly makes an impact on Mt. Bethel and instruction! 

 

Melissa Pumpian, STEAM Assistant 

What is STEAM? Science Technology Engineering Arts & Math. Melissa Pumpian supports both STEM Labs, the Music 
Room and the Art Room. She coordinates and delivers all materials for our school-wide STEM days, preps materials 
for art projects and for the art show, as well as assists with curriculum implementation in specials. Melissa can be seen 
on any day  hustling  around the building to offer an extra set of hands in specials when an in-depth project is taking 
place! 

Melissa helps lower the student teacher ratio in specials and ensures that our students can fully     
engage in art, music, and in Science Technology Engineering & Math!  

 

Jill Hawes, Literacy Consultant 

 In the world today, people hire coaches to support them in reaching their goals. 

There are fitness coaches, life coaches, nutrition coaches; the list goes on and on! But did 

you know that professionals also long for coaches to support them in extending their 

practices?  That’s what the Foundation at Mt. Bethel provided this year for the teachers 

and students; a literacy consultant to extend literacy practices in the classrooms.  

  As the literacy consultant at Mt. Bethel this year, I worked to support teachers as 

they continued to embrace and deepen literacy practices in reading and writing workshop. We worked together dur-

ing TPV’s to learn best practices for conferring with individual students to celebrate reading and writing strengths and 

then determine the next steps to gently push each student forward.  We also explored small group instruction in read-

ing and in writing.  We celebrated student growth as we looked at reading and writing data and then decided on our 

next steps.  But TPV’s were just the beginning of our work this year!  

  After TPV’s, I continued to support teachers by coaching them inside their classrooms.  We sat together as they 

conferred or facilitated small groups with students. Afterwards, we celebrated the growth in each student and dis-

cussed the next goal to establish with each student!  At times, I gave teaching tips or new strategies for the teachers to 

explore.  

  It was a great literacy year at Mt. Bethel!  The students are reading and writing with gusto!  They are thinking 

like readers and writers!  That is a result of an amazing staff, parents, students, and community of Mt. Bethel Elemen-

tary!    

 Thank you to the Foundation for allowing me to be a part of this grand literacy work at Mt. Bethel Elementary! 

By: Jill Hawes, Literacy Consultant 
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The Gift of Orton-Gillingham Math 
As an educator the goal is to always create 

meaningful and engaging lessons that deepen the 

understanding of all students. Teachers spend 

countless hours reflecting on how to make sure    

every child not only understands the concept but to 

make sure you are pushing all students to master 

the standard. The multisensory math instruction has 

provided the structure to not only review and ex-

tend the standard in a quick 5 minute drill but has 

us given the ability to easily differentiate groups to 

meet students at their level.  

“The OG math bars have given the stu-

dents confidence to tackle any math standard. 

Our class loves math because they all know they 

are “good at it.” 

The big question is, what makes the OG Math 

approach better? In our co-taught classroom we 

have students at many different levels.  All students 

are working on the standard and using the bars in a 

hands on approach to make concrete connections. 

As learners progress some may continue to solve 

problems using the bars while others may begin 

drawing pictures or moving to an abstract way to 

solve the problem. The great thing about everyone 

using the bars is it all looks the same despite the  

level of understanding. When a child becomes      

unsure of how to approach a problem the student 

knows they can grab their bars to help make those 

concrete connections.  The OG Math approach can 

be used for countless standards from addition and 

subtraction, missing numbers, word problems, place 

value and understanding data all while creating a 

concrete understanding of number sense.  

The greatest gains we have seen this year is 

the deep understanding all students have and a 

strong number sense. The hands on use of the bars 

created a concrete understanding of the math    

strategy counting on. The bars are different colors 

and have coordinating circles for the specific      

number.  

 

“So for the problem 6+3 the student will 

grab the associated bars. The student knows 6 

and will just add on the extra 3 to find the sum of 

9. The student doesn’t get lost putting a number 

in their head or where to start on a numberline. 

Furthermore, the concept of adding is pushing 

the bars    together and the students have a mod-

el right in front of them to prove their thinking. “ 

This approach to math has not only excited 

us as teachers but the students love it. It doesn’t 

matter the lesson, the students are engaged and we 

as teachers can feel confident where to drive our 

instruction. We have taught for numerous years and 

now feel we can approach math in way to teach all 

different learning styles. 

By: Mrs. Rockwell & Mrs. McGraw, 1st Grade 
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 I am so excited to have had the opportunity to take Microsoft Innovative Educator certification 
course!   

 This is the Cobb County School District’s Instructional Technology certification course, which leads 
to each participant earning the classification of Microsoft Innovative Educator.  Thanks to our visionary 
principal and generous MBES FOUNDATION, 65 teachers and staff are on our way to being MIE certified. I 
must admit, I was very hesitant to take this eight-module course due to my weaknesses in the technology 
field. The advantage to improve in instructional technology has brought more confidence to myself as a 
teacher in using new programs and enhancing student growth within the classroom. Carrie Lowery, TTIS, 
(Technology Training Integration Specialist) has demonstrated how to access programs and utilization of 
learning tools in the same way we want to expand our student's exploration.  

 In the third grade classroom that I work in, our students were extra eager to learn about Early 
Explorers in Social Studies, knowing they were going to get the choice to teach what they learned with use 
of Power Point Online or SWAY. The students couldn’t wait to research more information of their explorer 
and add to their presentations. I can’t even begin to tell you the enthusiastic learning that I witnessed eight 
and nine year olds take part in! This learning was also evident when the students completed an extension 
activity. This included an essay they wrote imagining themselves on the first voyage to the New World 
with describing their long journey across the Atlantic Ocean. I firmly believe that I would not have 
witnessed such elevated knowledge of this part of history without bringing more technology into our 
lessons. 

 

   

  

 Although, many teachers like me had some training in the past on Office 365 tools, this course gave 
us the time to create and utilize the programs. Training with multiple grade levels and staff also provided 
insights to heighten our utilization of Office 365. 

 Thank you to the MBES FOUNDATION, our TTIS, Carrie Lowery, and our administration for this 
opportunity. 

On behalf of all soon to be MIE Certified Teachers & Staff. 

By: Ann Saour, 3rd Grade Teacher  

The Gift of MIE Training 

In this course, we have learned: 

 How to utilize the Office 365 tools including OneDrive, Power-
Point Online, Forms, Sway, OneNote, OneNote Class Notebook, 
Skype, and Teams  

 Covered the use of OneNote for organization, to enhance com-
munication, collaboration, and critical thinking 

 Thought about ways lessons can be enhanced or changed to 
increase student levels of engagement and collaborative par-
ticipation, and 

 Been exposed to new tools like Flipgrid and Microsoft Trans-
lator. 
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The Gift of Seesaw 
Here within the walls and halls of Mount 

Bethel Elementary, we know that amazing   

learning is taking place every day. However, so 

much of that enlightenment transpires in the   

interactions that occur in the classroom. The  

documentation of all this insight does not always 

take the form of a completed worksheet, writing 

assignment, or poster that parents can see.  

“Often the evidence of learning is in a con-

versation, explanation, or model produced by our 

students. “ 

Here at MBES, we have the opportunity to 

share some of those “authentic” learning mo-

ments between classmates and with parents 

through the wonderful gift of Seesaw, an educa-

tional app provided by our Mount Bethel Foun-

dation. Our STEM teachers regularly document 

students’ activities using the Seesaw app, as do 

many of the grade level teachers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are numerous opportunities for  

using Seesaw. Often students will take a photo of 

a model or creation and record or type an         

explanation, or they may record a video as they 

demonstrate their learning. As an example, my 

third graders have created arrays to model    

multiplication and recorded an explanation of 

their thinking. In addition, they have recorded 

videos of their book clubs as they discussed the 

books they were reading. Most recently, my          

students interviewed one another as they took 

the role of one of our European explorers. They 

answered questions, which demonstrated their 

understanding according to our social studies 

standards. I am certain that my students enjoyed 

their experience with Seesaw much more than a 

written assessment!  

These are just a few examples of the ways 

we use Seesaw in our classrooms. The              
possibilities for using this app are as limitless as 
a teacher’s creativity or student’s imagination. 

Clearly, Seesaw is a valuable resource for both 
teachers and students and we at Mount Bethel 

are grateful for the gift.  

By: Kiersten Hoeflinger, 3rd Grade  


